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		Transact-SQL is a procedural language used on both Microsoft SQL Server and Sybase SQL Server systems. It is a full-featured programming language that dramatically extends the power of SQL (Structured Query Language).The language provides programmers with a broad range of features, including:

		
			A rich set of datatypes, including specialized types for identifiers, timestamps, images, and long text fields
	
			Local and global variables
	
			Fully programmable server objects like views, triggers, stored procedures, and batch command files
	
			Conditional processing
	
			Exception and error handling
	
			Full transaction control
	
			System stored procedures that reduce the complexity of many operations, like adding users or automatically generating HTML Web pages


	In recent years, the versions of Transact-SQL have diverged on Microsoft and Sybase systems; the book explains the differences. It also contains up-to-the-minute information on the latest versions: Microsoft SQL Server versions 6.5 and 7.0 and Sybase version 11.5.A brief table of contents follows:PART I: The Basics: Programming in Transact-SQL1. Introduction to Transact-SQL2. Matching Business Rules3. SQL Primer4. Transact-SQL Fundamentals5. Format and StylePART II: The Building Blocks: Transact-SQL Language Elements6. Datatypes and Variables7. Conditional Processing8. Row Processing with Cursors9. Error Handling10. Temporary Objects11. Transactions and LoggingPART III: Functions and Extensions12. Functions13. CASE Expressions and Transact-SQL ExtensionsPART IV: Programming Transact-SQL Objects14. Stored Procedures and Modular Design15. Triggers16. Views17. System and Extended Stored Procedures and BCPPART V: Performance Tuning and Optimization18. Transact-SQL Code Design19. Code Maintenance in the SQL Server20. Transact-SQL Optimization and Tuning21. Debugging Transact-SQL ProgramsPART VI: AppendixesA. System TablesB. What's New for Transact-SQL in Microsoft SQL Server 7.0? C. BCPThe book comes with a CD-ROM containing an extensive set of examples from the book and complete programs that illustrate the power of the language.
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AngularJSO'Reilly, 2013

	
		I can trace Angular’s beginnings to 2009, on a project called Google Feedback. We’d
	
		gone through months of frustration with our development speed and ability to write
	
		testable code. At around the six month mark, we had around 17,000 lines of front-end
	
		code. At that point, one of the team members, Misko...
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Methanol and the Alternate Fuel Economy (Energy, Environment, and Sustainability)Springer, 2018

	This book discusses the emerging research centred on using methanol- whose excellent fuel properties, easy production and relative compatibility with existing technology- make it attractive to researchers looking to alternative fuels to meet the rising energy demand. The volume is divided into broadly 4 parts which discuss various aspects of the...
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Conscience: The Origins of Moral IntuitionW W Norton, 2019

	
		How do we determine right from wrong? Conscience illuminates the answer through science and philosophy.

	
		In her brilliant work Touching a Nerve, Patricia S. Churchland, the distinguished founder of neurophilosophy, drew from scientific research on the brain to understand its...
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Discrete Geometry and Optimization (Fields Institute Communications)Springer, 2013

	â€‹Optimization has long been a source of both inspiration and applications for geometers, and conversely, discrete and convex geometry have provided the foundations for many optimization techniques, leading to a rich interplay between these subjects. The purpose of the Workshop on Discrete Geometry, the Conference on Discrete Geometry and...
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Getting StartED Building WebsitesFriends of Ed, 2009

	Website design and development can be a minefield for beginners. Where do you start? What languages should you learn? What techniques should you use to produce your site? What should you put on your site? How do you make it look appealing? How do you update it? This book takes into account the most frequently asked website design and...
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Schaum's Outline of Feedback and Control SystemsMcGraw-Hill, 1990
An outline-guide to feedback and control systems covering such areas as differential equations, stability, block diagram algebra and transfer functions of systems.    

       Master feedback and control systems with Schaum'sthe high-performance study guide. It will help you cut study time, hone problem-solving skills, and...
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